
Music Year 6 Medium Term Plan 

Term  Theme Pupils will… 

Autumn  
 

Playing an 
Instrument  
 
Linked to Year 5 – 
Keyboard Unit of 
Work 

To be able to identify notes A, B, C, D, E, F and G on a keyboard, using white keys. 
To be able to find C and F on the keyboard. 
To be able to use the correct hand position when playing the notes C, D and E with your right hand. 
To play C, D and E notes in time with music. 
To play a simple tune on the keyboard in time with music, using C, D and E notes. 
To begin to learn ‘When the Saints Go Marching In’ on the keyboard. 
To rehearse ‘When the Saints Go Marching In’ on the keyboard in full. 
To evaluate our performance and suggest ways in which we could improve. 
To perform ‘When the Saints Go Marching In’ to an audience. 
 

Spring 
  
 
 

Listen & Appraise  
Swing music  
 
Linked to World 
Year 6 War Two 
Learning in 
History.   

To identify the style indicators for Swing music.  
To explore the voice range for men and women and identify the voice range of the Andrew Sisters (Wartime Music). 
To identify the instruments played within a big band ensemble compared to orchestra ensemble.  
To listen and identify the main instruments within a given piece of swing music and explain how the instruments are used to create a call 
and response pattern.  
To use key musical terms (pulse, tempo, dynamics, rhythm, melody, scale and pitch) to appraise a piece of swing music (Boogie Woogie 
Bugle Boy).  
To learn the lyrics and practise the articulation of the words clearly.  
To know strategies and routines to warm up their voice before a performance.  
To perform to a large audience, displaying good voice control, synchronised movement and harmony.  
To evaluate the quality of performance using key musical terms.  
To apply listen and appraise knowledge and skills taught throughout the unit to an unfamiliar piece of swing music to assess key learning.  
 

 

 


